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 Literature is a creative expression that contains ideas, ideas or feelings for what 
they experience. In literary creativity will develop according to the development of the 
times. Literature is also a creative language that is used as a means to express a particular 
experience or thought that arises from the surrounding natural environment which is 
conveyed by art forms. 
 The aims of this study are to describe the four intrinsic elements such as theme, 
character & characterization, settings and plot in Agatha Christie's novel Death on the Nile. 
The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative method, so that it can produce 
the necessary data in the form of quoted words. Data collection techniques in this study 
used reading and note taking techniques. 
 In the analysis results show that the theme in this novel is the Selfish 
Love. The characters and characterizations in this novel, there are characters and 
characterizations namely: Linnet Ridgeway she has a kind heart, Simon Doyle he 
is very selfish, Jackie de Bellefort has good character but she will be very angry 
when her kindness is ignored. The settings in this novel are: place setting there 
are six, time setting there are seven, scene setting there are twelve and tool 
setting there is two. Plot the storyline that I use is the theory of the Pyramid 
consisting of exposition, rising action, climax, falling action and denouement. 
 

















"Whatever happens in your life, don’tgive up, but keep on 
fighting. Remember that everything that happens will 
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  Literature is a creative expression that contains ideas, ideas or 
feelings for what they experience. In literary creativity will develop according 
to the development of the times. Literature is also a creative language that is 
used as a means to express a particular experience or thought that arises from 
the surrounding natural environment which is conveyed by art forms. 
According to Wicaksono (2017: 7) "Literature is written or beautiful language 
that is the creation of language and the realization of the vibration of the soul 
in the form of writing." Literature is not a science but literature is an art which 
is an emotional need that can be poured into literary work. 
  Literary works are very useful for human life, because through 
literary works can provide awareness to the reader about real life. Literary 
works are also entertainment that pleases the heart, and provides inner joy and 
satisfaction. According to Wicaksono (2017: 1) "Literary work is a form of 
creativity in language that contains a series of inner experiences and 
imaginations of both reality and non-reality. ". 
  In literary works are divided into several types of literary works, 




researcher chooses one type of literary work, the novel. The novel is a form of 
literature that tells the journey of a person's life that is considered impressive 
to be told by researchers. The contents of a novel are about challenging love 
lives, kingdoms, friendships and so on, in this study why the novel Death on 
the Nile is chosen as the object of research by researcher, because the 
researcher has fried to compare to other novels but the title of this novel has 
never been examined to be used as a the final project, and also in the story is 
very good and convoluted, and has many characters and so researchers are 
interested in researching the novel. 
 The novel of "Death on the Nile" is a novel which contains 
intrinsic elements, namely themes, plot, setting, character and 
characterization, point of view, ambience and mandate, but in this novel 
researcher only chooses four elements to examine, namely the theme, plot, 
setting, character and characterization, because in the explanation of the 
themes, plot, setting, character and characterization, the three elements that 
are not included in the research problem will be answered. According to 
Hamzah (2019: 27) intrinsic elements are the building blocks of literary works 
originating from the literature itself. In the novel intrinsic elements are in the 
form of themes, plots, characterizations, setting, points of view, style of 
discussion and mandate".In this study why researchers chose a novel of 
Agatha Christi, becauseAgatha Christie novel is very interesting to be analyze 




stories she wrote are very confusing, to predict the ending so researcher is 
curious to examine the novel.     
  Based on the explanation above, the researcher is interested in 
researching and finding out the intrinsic elements contained in the novel. 
Therefore the researcher takes under the title “AN ANALYSIS ON 
INTRINSIC ELEMENTS OF AGATHA CRHISTIE'S DEATH ON THE 
NILE” 
 
B. Research problem 
There are some problems to be solved in this thesis, which are: 
 1. What is the theme of the novel? 
    2. Who are the main characters and characterization of the novel? 
    3. Where is the setting of the novel? 
    4. How doesthe plot of the novel? 
C. Aims and Benefits 
    1) Aims 
Based on the research problem above, the purpose of this research is to 
describe the intrinsic elements listed in the research problem. 
The aims are: 
      1. To find out the theme of the novel. 
      2. To know the main characters and characterization of the novel. 
      3. To know the setting of the novel. 




   2) Benefits 
 a. Theoretical benefit 
 According to Hamzah (2019: 27) intrinsic elements are the building blocks 
of literary works originating from the literature itself. In the novel intrinsic 
elements are in the form of themes, plots, characterizations, setting, points of 
view, style of discussion and mandate. Therefore, this research has theoretical 
benefits of intrinsic elements is the elements in the body of a novel literary 
work, without the intrinsic element, the literary works are not well formed. 
Intrinsic elements can also be called the basic foundation of a literary work, 
and in the intrinsic element there are several types, namely themes, plot, 
settings, characters and characterizations, style of discussion, point of view 
and mandate. 
b. Practical benefits 
This result of this thesis will have some benefits practically. These benefits are 
addressed: 
1. For readers 
The learning about the importance of social and moral values in friendship 
and romance contained in Agatha Christies "death on the Nile" novel, it is 
hoped that it can provide good motivation and moral value to readers and also 




there are various messages or mandates in a novel story and can be applied in 
an educated and social life in an environment. 
 2. For the researcher 
The learning about the importance of social and moral values in 
friendship and romance contained in Agatha Christie "death on the Nile" 
novel, it is hoped that it can provide good motivation and moral value to 
readers and also give readers a broad understanding of reading a literary 
work, because in it there are various messages or mandates in a novel story 
and can be applied in an educated and social life in an environment. 
 3. For the other researchers 
Researcher hopes that the result of this study can be used as a material 
comparison with subsequent researchers. 
D. Scope of Writing  
  This researchjust focuses on the intrinsic elements of the novel. There are 
many intrinsic elements that can be analyzed. In this case the researcher just 
focuses on theme, character & characterizations, setting, and plot. 
E. Definition of Terms 
1. Analysis 
  Analysis is something that is observed in detail by an individual or group 
and then interprets the observed meaning to find out the truth. According to 




actual situation. Analysis is also interpreted as decomposition a subject for 
various parts and relationships between parts to get the right understanding 
and understanding of the overall meaning. In this case,  the analysis is the 
attitude, action or attention of a person or group of objects, facts and 
phenomena that can describe, and recognize the relationship between the 
parts, then can solve or describe a material or information to be more specific 
so that it is easier to understand. 
2. Intrinsic elements  
  Intrinsic elements are elements that write about themes, plot, setting, 
characterization, point of view, style of discussion and mandate. According to 
Hamzah (2019: 27) intrinsic elements are the building blocks of literary works 
originating from the literature itself. In the novel intrinsic elements are in the 
form of themes, plot, characterizations, setting, points of view, style of 
discussion and mandate. In this case,the intrinsic element are  an element that 
is the basis of a literary work in which there are types of types namely theme, 
plot, characterizations, setting, point of view, style of discussion and  mandate 
F. Organization of writing 
  This proposal consists of three chapters. Chapter one is an introduction. 
Itconsists of background, research problems, the scope and benefits of writing, 
the definitions of terms and organization of writing. Chapter two is a review 
of related literature.  It consists of concept and theory, related research, 




location and schedule, population and sample, research instrument, data 
collecting technique, data analysis technique, Chapter four is Findings and 

























REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A. Concept and Theory 
Literature is the result of human work both oral and written that 
uses language as a medium of introduction to pour in the form of literary 
works. Literature is also an emotional need that is usually expressed in 
the form of literary works. According to Klarer (2004:1) "literature is 
referred to as the entirety of written expression, with the restriction that 
not every written document can be categorized as literature in the more 
exact sense of the word. “ 
a. Novel 
Novel is a literary work written by an author who tells about a person's 
life in terms of love, friendship, history and so on by using everyday 
language, and in it discusses aspects of human life. The novel is also a 
literary work in which literature is an expression of the author's feelings, 
attitudes, thoughts and experiences related to the expressions that are to be 
conveyed to the reader and is the power of imagination and creative power 
that is thought about human life. According to Warsiman (2017: 129) 
"novels are a written prose and narrative fiction, usually they are written 





b.  Intrinsic elements 
Intrinsic elements are the elements contained in the work of literary 
that can realize the structure of the literary work. In intrinsic elements, of 
course, it is very important in literary works, especially like novels, 
because intrinsic elements are of course very important, very important for 
literary works. Intrinsic elements are elements in which there are themes, 
paths, backgrounds, points of view, characterizations, atmosphere and 
mandate. According to Hamzah (2019: 27) "intrinsic elements are the 
elements that build the work of the literary itself which cover themes, 
settings, perspectives, lines, characterizations, language styles and 
mandates". In the intrinsic elements there are elements of flow, theme, 
characterization, point of view, background, atmosphere and mandate. 
However, in this study the author only chose four elements in this novel, 
namely themes, plot, setting, and characterization, so here the author only 
explains these four elements. 
1. Theme 
       Themes are the essence of a story, or the subject matter, the main 
ideas and main ideas of a literary work. In determining a theme of a 
literary work, it must be concluded in the whole story, not based on 
any part of the story. The themes conveyed by the author are 
sometimes conveyed, expressly and implicitly. But often the theme is 
stated implicitly, if the author includes the theme of the story 




story. However if the author enters the theme implicitly, the reader 
will find it difficult to find the theme. This is what makes the themes 
in literature not always young to be found. According to 
Hamzah(2019: 27) said that "theme is the basic thought of a story, the 
theme is also interpreted as a central idea that underlies a story. Thus 
the theme can be said as an idea, main idea or main choice that 
underlies a literary work ". 
2. Plot 
 Plot is the story of an event that starts from the beginning to the 
end. The flow there are several stages, namely the introductory 
stage in a story, a conflict arises and there is the name of the 
conflict peak in the story. According to Hamzah(2019: 28) saying 
"the groove is a sequenced event that builds up the storyline". 
Grooves are categorized in several types, namely forward 
grooves, backward grooves and mixed grooves. The plot is 
divided into the categorical the are chronology and chronology. 
The chronology is called to progressive plot and chronology is 









     Climax 
  
         Rising action                                Filling action 
 
 
 Exposition                                                   Denouement 
    (Freytag’s Pyramid) 
 
According to Nurgiantoro (2018: 209-210), every story worth telling has 
the following parts: exposition (inciting incident), rising action, climax 
(turning point), falling action, and denouement (resolution). Freytag’s 
pyramid is used to show how stories move; it is a graphic plot chart. 
Sometimes a story can be more complicated than Freytag’s pyramid, but most 
stories fit perfectly into the pyramid.  
a. Exposition (inciting incident). 
The exposition is like the set-up of the story. The background 
information that is needed to understand the story is provided, 
such as the main character, the setting, the basic conflict, and so 
forth. The exposition ends with the inciting moment, which is the 
one incident in the story without which there would be no story. 





b. Rising Action. 
Rising action is a series of events and actions that move to story to a 
climax. During rising action, the basic conflict is complicated by 
secondary conflicts, such as obstacles and challenges that frustrate the 
main character’s attempt to reach their goal.  
c. Climax (turning point). 
  The climax is the peak of the action and the turning point in the story. 
After the climax everything changes. Things will have gone badly for 
the main character up to this point; now, things will begin to go well 
for him or her. However, if the story is a tragedy, the opposite will 
happen after the climax; things that have been going good for the main 
character begin to go bad. 
d. Falling Action. 
During the falling action, the conflict unravels with the main character 
either winning or losing. The falling action might contain a moment of 
final suspense, during which the final outcome of the conflict is in 
doubt.  
e. Denouement. 
The story ends with the denouement, in which the main 
character is better off than at the beginning of the story. However, the 
tragedy ends with death and sadness, in which the protagonist is worse 





According to Nurgiyantoro( 1995:227) setting is a description of 
space, time and the atmosphere of events in a literary work, which 
has several parts, namely place setting time setting, scene setting and 
tool setting.Settingis a description of the place, time and atmosphere 
of the occurrence of an event in a literary work. Setting is also a 
literary work consisting of space, time and atmosphere that occurs in 
an event in a literary story. Setting there are several types, namely: 
a. Time setting 
The time frame is a character that does something when the 
events in the story are happening. 
 
b. Place setting 
The place setting is where the characters or actors experience 
events or events in the story. 
c. Scene setting 
The atmosphere is a feeling of what happens when a character 
does something. 
d. Tool setting 
Setting tools are what tools are needed by the actors in story. 
The setting has a function to give a clear picture so that the 
events that occur in a literary work actually occur or provide 
clear information about the situation in a story. 




Character is a person who has a certain character and behavior as 
an actor who experiences the events in the story.While 
characterizations are a picture of the character itself or, more 
accurately, can be called as the nature of the character.According to 
DiYanni (2001:55) character is “the imagery people that the writers 
create” the authors make the people in the story based on their fantasy. 
And according to DiYanni (2001:56) characterization is the means by 
which writers present and reveal character. A character in the novel is 
created by the characterization; the author brings and makes some 
characteristic for the character. 
 
a. Types of character based on the complexity 
Based on the complexity, character can be classified in two characters 
namely:  
1) Major Character  
According to DiYanni(2001:55) major character is an 
important figure at the center of the story’s action or theme. 
The major character is sometimes called a protagonist whose 
conflict with an antagonist may spark the story’s conflict. 
Supporting the major character is one minor character whose 




2) Minor character.  
 According to DiYanni(2001:55-56) Minor character is a 
partner from protagonist that supports protagonist character 
represents for the audience.  
b. Types of character based on the trait and personality  
Based on the trait and personality can be classified in two characters 
namely:  
1) Round character  
According to Arp and Johnson (2006: 105-106) round 
character is a character that has many traits in novel that he 




2) Flat character. 
According to Burto and Cain (2005:78) flat character a 
simple character that in the beginning until the end just has 
one trait  
5. Language Style 
Language style is the arrangement of words and sentences 
by the author or writer in expressing ideas, ideas and experiences 
in influencing or convincing listeners or readers. Language style is 




create certain moods, for example the impression of pleasure, 
goodness, goodness, badness, etc. that feelings and thoughts 
receive through the description of places, things, certain 
conditions or conditions. That way it can be concluded that the 
style of language functions as a tool to influence or convince the 
listener or reader. 
6. Point of view 
Point of view, namely the author's perspective in telling his story. 
How the author brings the story there are two, namely, how to tell the 
first person (using the word I or me) and how to tell a third person 
(using the word he, she, or the name of a person). 
7. Mandate 
The mandate is the message that the author wants to convey to the 
reader.   In writing the message intent usually the author expresses 
implicitly or explicit. 
B. Related Research 
In this research, the researcher takes two related studies to help her in 
conducting this research. They are as follows: 
The first research conducted byTianEkaFebriana(2018) entitled “An 
Analyze on Intrinsic Elements Using a Scientific Approach to 9 Summers 10 
Autunms by IwanSatyawan by Budi Mulia Junior High School Students Out 




(character, plot and setting) novel 9 summers IwanSetyawan in teaching 
junior high school students of class VIII Budi Mulia second half with a 
scientific approach. The purpose  of this study to describe the intrinsic 
elements ( character, plot, setting) novel 9 summer 10 Autumns  of 
IwanSetyawan as learning materials in the classroom. 
The method used this research is descriptive qualitative method in order 
to produce the necessary data in the form of a quote. Data collecting technique 
in this study using the technique of reading and note technique.The analysis 
showed that there were twenty-five figures, namely Iwan, little boy, Abdul 
Hasim, Ngalinah, Prawira, Dikrama, Tukinem, Wangini, Mba Isa, Mba Ina, 
Rini, Mira, Tata, Mimi, NIco, Ima, Andi and Yanti. Setting the contained in 
the novel 9 summers 10 autumns the setting where there are four major cities 
narrated by the authors, is malang,bogor, Jakart, and New york. Setting used 
quite a long time from 1948 to 2009. The social setting of the issue of poverty 
the way people and their ancestors, up to the current point of view in the city. 
Flow use novel 9 summers 10 autumns groove mix.    
   Based on the analysis above it can be concluded that 
the novel 9 summers 10 autumns IwanSetyawan can be used as learning  
materials literature in junior high school, researchers  also developed the 
syllabus and lesson plan  used to achieve competency standard and basic 
competency.         
 From the above researcher, in his the researcher only examined 




researcher examined about intrinsic elements (themes, plot, settings character 
and characterizations). In the research conducted byIwan, he used a synthetic 
approach to analyze the novel and the location of the research was held at 
Budi Mulia Junior High School VIIs semester II, while in the research the 
researcher of the research is in the library research.    
      The second research 
conductedby AsepHermawan (2015) entitled ”An Analyze on Intrinsic 
Elements of AdreaHatta as an Alternative Teaching Material for Reading in 
Junior High School”. The intrinsic Elements of The Dreamer Novel by 
Andrea Hirata as Alternative Reading Teaching Materials in Middle School. 
This study aims to describe the intrinsic elements of the novel The Dreamer 
and the relationship of the elements that build on the novel The Dreamer and 
whether or not the novel Dreamer by Andrea Hirata when used as teaching 
material for reading at junior high school level. The method used in this 
research is descriptive qualitative with the aim of describing, namely to make 
a systematic, factual and accurate picture of the facts and characteristics of the 
population of a particular area. The results of the analysis and discussion show 
that, (1) the novel The Dreamer has a complete structure, consisting of 
themes, plot, characterization, point of view, and setting. Intrinsic elements 
and values contained in the novel The Dreamer, shows a positive thing. This 
novel has advantages in terms of the mandate and content of reading that is 
appropriate to the language, psychology, and cultural background of students, 




Dreamer novel can be used as teaching material for reading at the junior high 
school.      In his research, the difference in 
the researcher was the location of the study where the previous researcher 
examined the SMP while the research writer was in the library. And the novel 
used to analyze the data is used as teaching material in the school while the 
novel studied by the author is used as an object that will answer what the 




This chapter presents research design, location and schedule, research object, 
research instrument, data collecting technique and data analysis technique. 
A. Research Design 
Research design is a plan that will be a guide for researchers to 
collect and manage data to achieve a research objective. According to 
Setyosari (2013: 199) "design research is a plan and structure of research 
arranged in such a way that we can get answers to the problems and 
objectives of the researcher”. The method used in this study is descriptive 
qualitative method. Because the data taken is in the form of words that 
are used to describe the intrinsic elements of the novel. They are theme, 
characters & characterizations, setting and plot. 





The location was be conducted is in library. The process of collecting 
data wasbe taken based on the novel. 
2. Schedule 
This research wasbe conducted at library. This research took 3 
months, starting from July to September2019. 
 
 
C. Research Object 
In this study, the researcher will read the novel repeatedly to 
understand the meaning of intrinsic elements (themes, characters& 
characterizations, setting, plot) contained in the death on the Nile novel 
by Agatha Christies. 
D. Research Instrument 
The one of the instruments to collect data is documentation.  
In this study researchers used documentation to collect data, where the 
novel as the object of research. In this study, researchers used 
documentation to find out the themes, characters and characterization, 
settings and plot in the novel.According to Anggito&Setiawan (2018: 
146) documentation is a collection or significant amount of written or 
film discussion, in the form of data that will be written, viewed, stored 
and rolled out in research that is not prepared due to a detailed and all-




E. Data Collecting technique 
This research is conducted with a thorough reading technique on 
Death on the Nile novels. In addition, it also involves the technique of 
repetitive reading to capture its meaning and notes important things in 
analyzing death on the Nile novels. 
The techniques that can be done in this study are: 
1. Select and include the novel to be studied. The novel is Death on 
the Nile 
2. Read and understand the intrinsic elements (themes, characters, 
characterizations, setting and plot) contained in the novel. 
3. Noted data related to intrinsic elements (themes, character, 
characterization, setting and plot) contained in the novel. 
F. Data Analysis Technique 
After the data is collected in its entirety, then it is classified, 
described, and analyzed based on the research. Research will do some 
techniques for data in this research. The techniques are follows: 
1. Read the novel. 
2. Data are grouped based on research problems which are based on 
intrinsic elements (themes,characters,characterizations, setting 
and plot) contained in the novel. 
3. Describe the intrinsic element (theme, character, characterization, 




4.Analyzethe intrinsic elements (themes,characters, characterizations, 
setting and plot) contained in the novel. 

























FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
 On this chapter the researcher has answered and described the data found 
based on the research problem on chapter one and presents an in depth 
analysis of the data based on the data entitle “An Analysis on Intrinsic 
Elements of Agatha Christie's Death on the Nile ".The research problems are 
what is the theme of the novel? Who are the main characters and 
characterization of the novel? Where is the setting of the novel? And how 
does the plot of the novel? 
   The researcher shows and describes the data that is found about 
theme, character & characterization, setting and plot in the novel. There are 
findings and discussion in this chapter where the researcher will give the 
pure data on finding and analyses data on the discussion. The researcher 
describes the clear data in finding and describes the analysis of the data in 
the discussion. The researcher will describe the data one by one clearly. 
A. Findings 
   In this section the researcher describes the intrinsic elements 
contained in the novel Death on the Nile as follows: Theme, Character 




  Based on this description, it can be seen that the researcher explains in 
detail the intrinsic elements that are the problem of the study and the 
researcher answers one by one of the problems that must be described. 
1. Theme 
 The researcher reads repeatedly to determine the theme. The 
story contained in this novel explains many things about the love story 
between Linnet Ridgeway, Jackie de Bellefort and Simon Doyle in 
their love story. After reading the novel, the researcher concludes that 
the theme of the novel Death on the Nile is the Selfish Love. Because 
the characters of Simon, Linnet and Jackie show the selfishness of 
their love each other, where they always prioritize their feelings 
without caring about each other and finally with their selfishness arises 
hatred and tragic evil until death. 
2. Character & Characterization 
a. Character 
A character is a person who has a certain character and 
behavior as an actor who experiences events in the story. A 
character is a character created by the author. Story figures as 
carriers and delivery of messages, morals or something that the 
author wants to convey the readers. 
In the story of Death on the Nile by Agatha Christie, 




researcher reads, finds and writes all the characters 
contained in this novel, the following is the exposure of the 
characters in the novel Death on the Nile: Linnet Ridgeway, 
Joanna Southwood, Jackie de Bellefort, Simon Doyle, 
LoardWindlesham, Herculepoitrot, .M. Gaston Blondin, 
NyonyaAlerton, Tim Allerton, Andrew Pennington, 
Rockford Sternale, William Carmichael, Jim Fanthorp, Miss 
Van Schuler, Cornelia Robson, Miss Bowers, Rosaline 
Otturbourne, Miss Ottourburn, Dr. Bessner, Forguson, 
Colonel Race, Loise Bourget, Rockford Sterndale, Sir 
George, Jules,Fleedwood, Toby Bryce and Marie. 
b. Characterization 
Characterization is a picture of the figure itself or rather 
can be called as the nature of the character. The following is a 
description of the characterizations contained in the novel Death 
on the Nile. 
1) Linnet Ridgeway 
Linnet is a very beautiful and richest woman in 
Malton under Wode. She is the happiest woman of her age 
who has had everything in 20 years; Linnet has two friends 
(Jackie and Joanna). She also has a kind heart; she is 
diligent and likes to work very hard for everything she 




humble, she is not arrogant with the people around him. 
But unfortunately in terms of romance she even betrayed 
her friend (Jackie). Linnet secretly likes Jackie's fiancé and 
decides to marry him (Simon Doyle). 
2) Joana Southwood 
Joanna has a selfish character; Joanna is also very good at 
talking. 
3) Jackie de Bellefort 
Jackie is Linnet Ridgeway’s old friend. She has bad 
luck, her father is a French nobleman and her mother is a 
South American, her father remarries another woman and 
her mother loses everything, when they have an accident 
on Wall Street. She has good character but she will be very 
angry when her kindness is ignored, Jackie also has an 
ambitious nature when her fiancé is taken by Linnet. She 
loved his fiancé (Simon), she would die if she did not 
marry him. 
4) Simon Doyle 
Simon Doyle was Jackie's fiancé and he is also 
Linnet's husband. He is a poor man, but he is very selfish. 
He comes from the Devonshire family, he lives in a small 
village and he loves the countryside very much, he is an 





LoardWindlesham is a young man who really likes 
Linnet Ridgeway. He always dreams of living together 
with Linnet in a palace and they always live happily. He is 
a candidate for Linnet’s fiancé. Lord Windlesham is a 
patient young man, he is always ready to wait for Linnet's 
answer to get engaged and become his wife. 
6) Sir Hercules Poirot 
He is the main character in the story of the novel 
Death on the Nile, because he is the greatest lawyer who is 
very intelligent, articulate, and can solve problems so 
complex that everyone is confused with the perpetrators of 
murders that occurred in the Nile. 
7) M. Gaston Blondin 
Gaston Blondin is the owner of the modern restaurant 
Chez Ma Tante. He does not pay much attention to his 
customers, but that night he treated Hercules Poitrot as 
his honoured guest. 
8) Miss Allerton 
Miss Allerton was a good looking white haired 
woman of fifty. She was very ignorant, but she very fond 




  She loved his son Tim very much, and she was 
very jealous if her son loved another woman, she just 
wanted Tim to only be with him. And she hates Joana, his 
friend Tim.  
 
9) Tim Allerton 
He was very fond of his mother he was very jealous 
if his mother was approached by another man besides 
himself. 
10) Van Schuler 
 She is Cornelia's sister, she is very arrogant, and 
she always rude to Cornelia. 
11)  Cornelia Robson 
 Cornelia is a diligent, obedient woman, she lives 
with Van Schuyler. Although, Van Schuyler was always 
rude but she always obeyed him. 
12) Sir George 
He is a very rude man. He really hates Linnet. 
13)  Rosaline Ottourbourne 
She is a very hot-tempered woman, jealous of 
Linnet; she also has a stubborn nature to anyone except 
her mother. 




Colonel Race was his old friend Poirot. He is also a 
lawyer; he helped Poirot to solve the problem of killings 
Linnet Ridgeway and two other people in the Nile. 
15) Sir Pennington 
He is Linnet's guardian, he has a bad temper. 
 
c. Setting 
Setting is a description of the place, time and atmosphere of the 
occurrence of an event in a literary work. Background is also a 
literary work consisting of space, time and atmosphere that occurs in 
an event in a literary story. Setting there are several types, namely: 
Time setting, Place setting, Scene setting, Tool setting. However, in 
the story in the novel Death on the Nile by Agatha Christi there are 
only four place settings, namely place settings, time settings, scene 
settings and tool setting. 
1) Place settings.  
The place settings contained in the novel are as follows: 
Maltonmunder Wood, Linnet House (bedroom), Garden, 
Saloon, Café, and Smoking –room. 
2) Time settings 
The time settings contained in the novel are as follows: in 
the morning, in four o’clock, in eleven o’clock, in the 




3) Scene settings 
Feeling jealous, feeling of love, feeling restless, feeling 
bored, feeling of hate, feeling angry, feeling afraid, feeling 
impressed, feeling offended, feeling of guilt, feeling nervous, 
feeling happy. 
4) Tool settings. 
 There are only two tool settings in this novel: Gun, Knife. 
d. Plot  
 The researcher reads the course of the story in this novel 
and describes the events that come from the beginning to the 
end. The storyline in this novel researchers used the theory of 
Freytag’s Pyramid to determine the plot of the story, in Freytag’s 
pyramid there are expositions, in this section writes about the 
introduction of the character and physical characteristics of the 
characters. Rising action, in this section there arises a conflict 
that makes Linnet ridgeway feel threatened which is told that 
Linnet Ridgeway felt frightened when she knew the ex-fiancé of 
her husband was always following their honeymoon trip. 
Climax, in this section the author of the novel begins to tell the 
conflict that occurred on the ship and the murder that was full of 
mystery, especially the murder of Linnet Ridgeway who became 
the spotlight of many people and followed by other killings. 




solved a murder case that occurred on a ship while they were 
down the river Nile. Poitrot and his friend began to relate one by 
one facts that occurred to find out the real murder. And 
denouement, the end of this story where finally the investigation 
of Poitrot managed to solve the problem of the murder of Linnet 
Ridgeway and other killings, and revealed the perpetrators of the 
murder that had been carefully designed by Simon Doyle and his 
fiancé Jackie and then they were arrested for crimes they. 
 
B. Discussion  
Based on data from the results of this study, the researcher discusses it 
as proof between the theoretical studies as set forth in the results of 
research (previous research) as empirical data.  According to Hamzah 
(2019: 27) intrinsic elements are the building blocks of literary works 
originating from the literature itself. In the novel intrinsic elements are in 
the form of themes, plot, characterizations, setting, points of view, style of 
discussion and mandate. In this case, the intrinsic element are  an element 
that is the basis of a literary work in which there are types of types namely 
theme, plot, characterizations, setting, point of view, style of discussion 
and  mandate. However in this novel researcher only chooses four elements 
to examine, namely the theme, plot, setting, character and characterization, 






 The theme of the death story novel Death on the Nile is selfish love. 
This is because; the 3 main charactersof the novel have the same selfish 
character.Simon Doyle has a fiancé but he left his fiancé and married a 
friend of his fiancé who had a lot of wealth and he married her just 
because he wanted her treasure but not love. 
And Simon didn’t care a damn about her!....and I was terrified simply 
terrified. Because, you see, I realized that he’d never pull it off. He’s 
so childishly have no kind of subtlety about it and he’s got no 
imagination. (Christie, 2002: 173&174) 
Jackie de Bellefort hurts because her best friend and fiancé betrayed 
her. But he does not really love his wife (Linnet), because he only wants 
his treasure. In addition, Jackie does not yet know the purpose of her fiancé 
and she hates her fiancé (Simon) and Linnet. However, interrupted between 
plans, Simon notifies Jackie and they work together to destroy the Linnet. 
“Would you like to hear about it? From the beginning?”. “If you care 
to tell me, made mademoiselle.” “I think I want to tell you. It was all 
very simple, really. You see, Simon and I loved each other.(Christie, 
2002:172-173 &174) 
 Linnet, grabbed her best friend's fiancé without thinking about her best 
friend's feelings. 
But the real hard truth is different. I don’t deny that Jackie was 




that they may not have been equally devoted to her. He was very fond 
of her , but I think that even before he met me he was beginning to feel 
that he had made a mistake, look at it clearly, M. Poitrot. Simon 
discovers that it is I he love’s, not Jackie. What is he to do? Be 
heroically noble and marry a women he does not care for and thereby 
probably ruin three lives for it is doubtful whether he could I agree 
that it might be his duty to stick to her thought I’m not really sure of 
that. If one person is unhappy the other suffers too. But an engagement 
is not really binding. If a mistake has been made, then surely it is 
better to face the fact before it is too late. I admit that it was very hard 
on Jackie and I’m terribly sorry about it but there it is. It was 
inevitable.”.(Christie’s, 2002:32) 
 From the three characters above they show their selfish love, each 
researcher concluded that the broken love between Simon Jackie and 
Linnet that made each of them selfish in their romance was Simon Doyle. 
He who made all situations fall apart, although he had to give up his true 
love Jackie, only to get married to Linnet Ridgeway because he had a lot of 
wealth. Then after that he killed Linnet and finally all the assets that Linnet 
had belonged to him. And he will return with his fiancée, Jackie. But all the 
planned results do not match what is desired. 
2. Character and Characterization 
a. Character 
In the story of Death on the Nile by Agatha Christie, there are many 




finds and writes all the characters found in this novel, characters are the 
persons presented in work of narrative or drama who convey their personal 
qualities through dialogue and action by which the reader or audience 
understands their thought, feelings, intentions and motives. 
In every story there must be major character and minor character. 
Major character or main character means that the characters which are took 
a big role or dominant in story. As the researcher analyses that the main 
character in the novel “Death on the Nile” is detective Hercules Poitrot. 
The researcher assumes that the main character in this story that his 
characters solved the puzzle in the story. He solves the puzzle by 
investigating the problem of the murderer, and find out that the murderer 
was caused by Simon Doyle and Jackie de Belllefort. 
1) Types of character based on the complexity: 
a) Major character 
Major character on this novel can be seen on 3 characters, 
namely Linnet Ridgeway, Simon Doyle and Jackie de 
Bellefort.Because these three characters often appear in 
the story of this novel. 
b) Minor character 
Minor character in this novel can be seen on 23 
characters namely: JoannaSouthwood, LoardWindlesham, M. 




Pennington, Rockford Sternale, William Carmichael, Jim 
Fanthorp, Miss Van Schuler, Cornelia Robson, Miss Bowers, 
Rosaline Otuurbourne, Doctor Bessner, Forguson, Colonel 
Race, Loise Bourget, Sir George, Jules, Fleetwood, Toby 
Bryce and Marie.Because Minor characters that are only 
complementary to support the main characters and major 
characters in the story of this novel. 
2) Types of character based on the trait and personality. 
There are two types of character based on the trait and personality 
namely:  
a) Round character 
Round character in the novel is Simon Doyle and 
Jackie de bellefort. Why the researcher say that 
Simon Doyle and Jckie De Bellefort is a round 
character, because these two characters have 
characters who don't settle from the beginning of the 
story to the end, sometimes good and sometimes bad. 
They have many trait and personalities. 
b) Flat character  
Flat character in the novel is JoannaSouthwood, 
LoardWindlesham, M. Gaston Blondin, Miss Alerton, 




Sternale, William Carmichael, Jim Fanthorp, Miss 
Van Schuler, Cornelia Robson, Miss Bowers, 
Rosaline Otuurbourne, Doctor Bessner, Forguson, 
Colonel Race, Loise Bourget, Sir George, Jules, 
Fleetwood, Toby Bryce and Marie.Because they 
characters do not have many trait and personality. 
b. Characterization  
1) Linnet Ridgeway 
   Linnet is a very beautiful and richest woman in 
MaltonunderWode.  
A girl with golden hair and straight autocratic features, a girl 
with a lovely shape, a girl such as was seldom seen in 
MoltonunderWo de.(Christie, 2002: 1) 
Linnet is a protagonist. In this novel she has a kind heart, to 
those around her who need her help. Although she has 
everything but she is not arrogant and always share. 
Linnet Ridgeway, as everyone knows, is the daughter of Melhuish 
Ridgeway who married Anna hart. She inherits from her 
grandfather Leopold Hart an immense fortune. (Christie, 2002:2) 
A warm sweet feeling of intoxication ran thought her veins. 
“isn’t this all lovely?” she said.” come in, Simon and let me welcome 




And as she turned to lead the way she thought: “ I’m frightfully-
frightfully happy. I like Jackie’s young man  
I like him enormously…” And then with a sudden pang: “ Lucky 
Jackie….”(Christie, 2002:10) 
  Linnet is a good woman and always believes in her husband, 
because her character is always good and always believes in her 
husband. Finally she must die. 
2) Joanna Southwood 
   Joanna is a friend of Linnet Ridgeway;she is an additional 
character and has an antagonistic character, because she does not 
really appear in the story.She is always jealous of everything that 
Linnet has; she wants to have everything like Linnet. She has a smart 
brain and selfish heart, she just wants to make friend with people 
who are successful, and she does not like poor people.  
  Joanna has a selfish character, because the author 
describes the figure of Joana who does have an attitude that does 
not think of others only thinks of herself. In Joana's reading 
shows her character where she strongly disagrees if Linnet helps 
her friend Jackie, because for her they only want to take 
advantage of Linnet's kindness. 
 “Won’t that be rather tiresome? If any misfortunes happen to my friend 
I always drop them at once. It sounds heartless, but it saves such of 




start a dress-making business and you have to get the most terrible 
clots from them. (Christie, 2002:3) 
 3)  Jackie de Bellefort. 
   Jackie is Linnet Ridgeway’s old friend. She has a good 
personality but she gets very angry when her kindness is ignored. 
She is the antagonist in this novel. She was very angry, resentful 
and disappointed that her fiancé married Linnet. 
That was over a woman. So you see, M. poitrot- “she met his 
eyes squarely, “I’ve hot blood in me! I bought this when it first 
happened. I meant to kill one or other of them- the trouble was I 
couldn’t decide which. Both of them would have been 
unsatisfactory. If I’d thought Linnet would have looked afraid 
but she’s got plenty of physical courage. She can stand up to 
physical action. And then I thought I’d wait! That appealed to 
me more and more. After all I could do it any time it would be 
more fun to wait and think about it! And then….” Her lough 
rang out clear and silvery. (Christie, 2002:37) 
   Jackie loves her fiancé, Simon. She will die if she does not 
marry her fiancé. This character shows that Jackie is a person who 
truly loves Simon Doyle.  
Cutting down and he’s out of a job. Linnet, I shall die if I can’t marry 
him! I shall die! I shall die! I shall die!...I”(Christie, 2002:5) 




Simon Doyle is Jackie's fiancé and he is also Linnet's 
husband.He is a poor person but he is very selfish.He is the 
antagonist in this novel, at the end of the story; writer clearly 
explains the characters of Simon Doyle who turned out to be the 
main suspect in the Linnet murder. He is a selfish person who is 
willing to leave his fiancée Jackie to marry Linnet because of his 
wealth. That's why he devised a plan to kill his wife. 
And Simon didn’t care a damn about her! I talked a lot you 
about glamour, but of course that wasn’t true. He didn’t want 
Linnet. He thought her good long but terribly bossy, and he 
hated bossy women! The whole thing embarrassed him 
frightfully. Bur he did like the thought of her money. Of 
course…about it(Christie, 2002:173) 
5)LoardWindlesham 
 LoardWindlesham is a young man who really likes Linnet 
Ridgeway. He is an additional character because he doesn't 
appear in every story often. He is a protagonist; he is always 
patient waiting for Linnet to become his fiancé and dreams of 
living with Linnet in the palace and wants to live happily with 
Linnet. 
Lord Windlesham sat under the cedar tree. His eyes rested on 
the graceful proportions of Wode  Hall. There was nothing to 




out of sight round the corner.  It was a fair and peaceful sight 
bathed in the autumn sunshine. Nevertheless, as he gazed, it was 
no longer Wode Hall that Charles Windlesham saw. Instead, he 
seemed to see a more imposing Elisabethan mansion, a long 
sweep of park, a bleaker background….. It was his own family 
seat, Charlton bury, and in the foreground stood a figure girl’s 
figure with bright golden hair and an eager confident face… 
Linnets as mistress of Charlton bury! (Christie, 2002: 4) 
He felt very hopeful. That refusal of hers had not been at all a 
definite refusal.(Christie, 2002:4) 
6) Sir HerculesPoirot 
He is the main character in the novel Death on the Nile, 
and he is a tritagonist; he was always neutral in dealing with the 
problems Linnet, Jackie, and Simon described. He is the greatest 
lawyer who is very smart, articulate, and he can solve the problem 
of a murder that occurred on the Nile, which has confused 
everyone with the real killer. 
Herculepoitrot is a little man of comical appearance with 
immense black moustaches and who, a casual onlooker would 
have thought there.( Christie 2002: 6) 
“Yes, possibly.” Linnet spoke impatiently. “But what on earth 
can she hope toagain by all this?” 




 Something in his tone struck Linnet disagreeably. She flushed and 
said quickly: 
 Be stopped.”… 
 “There must be some way of stopping it,” she murmured. 
Poirtot shrugged his shoulders. 
 “You can always leave move on somewhere else, “he suggested 
(Christie, 2002:31) 
Hercules Poitrot describes the type of genius in his character. 
He is a famous detective who is able to solve murder cases on the 
Nile. For others, it is very difficult to resolve this case because the 
perpetrators themselves disappear without a trace and pretend not to 
know. Hercules Poitrot's intelligence can finally find the real culprit. 
7) M. Gaston Blondin 
 Gaston Blondin is the owner of the modern restaurant Chez Ma 
Tante, he is an additional character and he is a protagonist, he always 
pays attention and greets customers who stop by his restaurant. 
Only in the rashest cases did M. Blondin, with gracious 
condescension, greet guest, accompany him to a privileged 
table, and exchange with him suitable and apposite remarks.  
On this particular night, M. Blondin had exercised his royal 
prerogative three times once for a duchess, once for a famous racing 




black moustaches and who, a casual onlooker would have 
thought….(Christie, 2002:6) 
 
8) Miss Allerton 
 She is a woman who has an attractive appearance. She is 
an additional character and protagonist. She really loves her son, 
Tim even her overly affectionate nature makes him jealous when 
her son is close to other women 
She sought to disguise the fact of her intense affection for him. 
(Christie, 2002: 10).  
9)  Tim Allerton 
Tim Allerton He was a tall, thin young man with dark hair and a 
rather narrow chest, His mouth had a very sweet expression, his 
eyes were sad and his chin was indecisive. He had long delicate 
hands.( Christie, 2002: 10) 
  Tim Allerton is a young man who loves his mother, Miss 
Allerton. He is an additional character and protagonist. He shares 
the same traits as his mother, in that she also deeply adored his 
mother, and also felt jealous when his mother approached men other 
than him. 
there’s only one women in the word I’ve got a real respect and 




who that women is there aren’t very many really nice women in 
the world. You happen to be one of them.( Christie, 2002: 11) 
10) Miss Van Schuler 
She is Cornelia's sister; she is an additional and antagonist 
character. She was very arrogant, and she was always rude to 
Cornelia. 
Van Schuyler inclined her head in a satisfied faction at this 
correct attitude on the part of poor relations.(Christie, 2002: 
14) 
11) Cornelia Robson 
She is an additional character and a protagonist. She was 
very obedient to Miss van Schuler. In fact, the words of Miss 
Van Schuler always offended her. 
Cornelia Robson has always been a nice handy girl, willing to 
run errands, and not so selfish as some of these young peo. Ple 
nowadays.”(Christie, 2002:l 15) 
12) George. 
 George is a horse rider. He is an additional character and 
an antagonist. He hated Linnet a lot, because Linnet wanted to 
sell some of the ancient houses in Under Wode. 
“And I believe he’s having giving him an absolutely top price 
for the worm-eaten family estate.” And you can’t understand 




13) Rosaline Ottuorbourne 
 Rosaline is a very angry girl; she is an additional character 
and an antagonist. She really dislikes the person who has 
everything more than what she has. That was the reason she 
hated Linnet so much. 
She looked both sulky and bad-tempered. Her eyebrows were 
drawn together in a frown and the scarlet line of her mouth was 
drawn downwards.(Christie, 2002:19) 
   She envied Linnet. The fact that Linnet was a beautiful and 
rich woman made her jealous. For her it was not fair because the 
woman had everything. 
It stirred Rosalie interest. She leaned forward and her sulkiness 
quite dropped from her as she asked: where? That one in 
white?” “Yes, there with the tall man. (Christie, 2002:2) 
“I just hate her. I’ve never hated any one so much at first 
sight.”” Magnificent” (Christie, 2002:23) 
Even though she was very grumpy, but she was very worried 
about her mother's health, if her mother drank too much alcohol, she 
would tell her mother to stop drinking, and even she would throw all 
the drinks that in her mother's cabin. 
“Rosalie? Yes, yes she is good looking. But she’s very hard, 




knows best. She imagines she knows more about my health that I do 
myself..”(Christie, 2002:24) 
14)  Colonel Race 
 Colonel Race is an old friend of Hercules Poitrot. He is an 
additional character and protagonist. He is also a lawyer; he 
helps Hercules Poitrot solve the problem of murder Linnet 
Ridgeway and 2 others on the Nile. 
the tall bronzed man smiled.(Christie, 2002: 69) 
15) Pennington 
 Pennington was the guardian of Linnet; He is an additional 
character and protagonist. In fact he thought of Linnet as his 
daughter. That's what made him disagree if Linnet married 
Simon Doyle who was poor and she didn't know well. 
In this office down town Mr Andrew Pennington was opening 
his personal mail. Suddenly his fist clenched itself and came 
down on his desk with a bang, his face crimsoned and two big 
veins stood out on his forehead.(Christie, 2002:15-16) 
c. Setting    
a) Place Setting 
The names of the scene contained in the story of the novel Death on 
the Nile: 
1) Mallton Under Wood 




A girl with golden hair and straight autocratic features a girl 
with a lovely shape a girl such as was seldom seen in Malton 
under wood.(Christie, 2002:1) 
 
2) Café Chez Ma Tante 
   It is one of the restaurants in the city of Maltonm under wood 
that is always visited by people there including Linnet ridgeway, 
Joanna, Lord, and others. 
Among those supping at Chez Ma Tante, I noticed beautiful Linnet 
Ridgeway. She was with the Hon Joanna  Southwood, 
LoardWindlesham and Mr. Toby Bryce.( Christie, 2002:2) 
 
 
3) Linnet House (bedroom) 
Linnet house is the place, where Linnet and her friend, 
Joana tell about Lord Wandelsham as a prospective fiancé of 
Linnet, and Joana told Linnet to immediately get engaged with 
him. 
The Hon Jouanna  said “ Darling, I think it’s going to be all 
perfectly marvellous ! “ she was sitting in Linnet Ridgeway 
bedroom at Wode Hall. 
From the windows the aye passed over the garden to open country 




4) Café (on the ship) 
It is the place where Pennington and Linnet had a dialogue 
and Pennington asked to sign several documents. 
Andrew Pennington glanced round. Their Corner of the 
observation saloon was quite untenanted. Most of the people were 
outside on the deck space between the observation saloon and 
cabins. The only occupants of the Saloon were Mr. Ferguson who 
was drinking beer at the small table in the middle, his legs encased 
in their dirty flannel trousers struck out in from at him, whilst he 
whistled to himself in the intervals of drinking, M. Hercules Pairot 
who was sitting close up to the front glass intent on the panorama 
unfolding before him, and miss Van Schuyler who was sitting in a 
corner reading a book on Egypt.( Christie, 2002:56-57) 
5) Saloon (on the ship) 
It is a place where Simon Doyle's was shot by Jackie 
 Each, so. I see you have not been to 
ld about that. Mr. Foyle was shot last night in the saloon(Christie, 
2002:58) 
6) Smoking –room (on the ship) 
    The room where Race, Poitrot and Doctor Bessnerhave 
dialogue and find a bright spot about the murder of Linnet. 
“ if there is nothing more we can do here for the moment, let’s 




disposal. We must get the details of what happened last 
night.”(Christie,2002:85). 
b) Time Setting 
1) In four O’clock. 
  When Jackie arrived at Linnet's house to ask for a job so that 
her fiancé Simon Doyle could work at the Linnet estate. 
 it was four o’clock  when the dilapidated little two seater 
stopped with a sound of crunching gravel. (Christie, 2002: 4) . 
2) In the morning. 
When Hercules Poirot and Simon Doyle came out of the 
hotel and they had a dialogue about Linnet and Jackie in the 
garden. 
On the following morning Simon Doyle Joined Hercules 
Poitrot as the letter was leaving the hotel to walk down to the 
down.(Christie, 2002:38) 
3) In eleven o’clock. 
When Linnet and Simon Doyle left for Philae 
Simon and Linnet Doyle set off on their expedition to Philae 
about eleven o’clock the follow morning. (Christie, 2002: 44) 
4)  In the evening. 





Cornelia Robson stood inside the temple of Abu Simbel. It was 
the evening of the following day a hot still evening. (Christie, 
2002:71)  
5) In the night 
Estimated Doctor Bessner when Linnet Ridgeway died 
It is now eight o’clock. I will say, with due regard to the 
temperature last night, that she has been dead certainly six 
hours and probably not longer than eight.” 
 “ that puts it between midnight and 2 a.m.”(Christie, 2002:84) 
6) Twenty minutes past twelve. 
When the shooting was done by Jackie to Simon Doyle and 
Cornelia together with Fanthorp, he won Jackie and took him to 
the cabin. 
Fantrhopanswer promptly: “it must have been about twenty 
minutes past twelve. I know that it was actually half-past 
twelve when I finally go to my cabin(Christie, 2002:88) 
7) Five minutes.  
When Fanthrop returns to look for the gun that Jackie used to shoot 
Simon. 
What time was it, MrFanthrop, “when you went back to look 
for it?“ “it must have been just before half-past twelve.’ “ and 
how long would have elapsed between the time you and Dr. 




returned to look  for the pistol?” perhaps five minutes- 
perhaps a little more. (Christie, 2002:88) 
c) Scene setting  
1) Feeling jealous 
Joana, a very smart friend of Linnet, felt jealous of Linnet 
because Linnet, at her 20 years old, has everything that has a 
beautiful face and has many treasures. 
“of course, if you like.” You know, Linnet, I really do every you. 
You’ve simply got everything. Here you are at twenty, your own 
mistress, with any amount of money, looks, superb health. You’ve 
even got brains! Where are you twenty one?  (Christie, 2002:2) 
Rosalie's expression when she looked at Linnet who was very 
beautiful and had everything. 
“some people have got everything,” said Rosaline bitterly. 
There was a queer grudging expression on her face as she 
watched the other girl come up the gangplank. (Christie, 
2002:22) 
2) Feeling happy 
  It is the feeling where Jackie and her fiancé came to Linnet's 
house and met Linnet to work as a land agent. But Linnet felt 
strange about her feelings when she saw Simon. 
A warm sweet feeling of intoxication ran through her veins. 
“Isn’t this all lovely?”  she said. “Come in Simon, and let me 




Colonel Race was satisfied and happy because the problems they 
had handled so far had finally been overcome and found the real 
culprit of the murder. 
Race stood beside to him. 
“well,” he said,” we’ve done our job. I’ve arranged for 
Ricletti be taken ashore first. Gland we’ve got him. He’s been 
a slippery customer I tell you. (Christie, 2002:175) 
3)  Feeling of love 
 It is a feeling where Jackie and her fiancé came to Linnet's 
house and met Linnet to work as a land agent. But Linnet felt 
strange about her feelings when she saw Simon.... 
 A warm sweet feeling of intoxication ran through her veins. 
“Isn’t this all lovely?”  she said. “ Come in Simon, and let me 
welcome my new land properly”.(Christie, 2002:10) 
4) Feeling restless 
  Miss Robson still had a hint of anxiety on her face as she 
descended the steps. 
“ oh, no, Mrs. Robson, I shall take good care of that. keep a 
very sharp look out always.” 
 But there was still a faint shadow on Mrs. Continued down the 
stairs. 






5) Feeling bored 
Ottourbourne was bored in Jerusalem and wanted to go on 
an excursion to Egypt. 
Mrs. Otterbourne readjusting the turban of native material 
that she wore draped round her head, said fretfully: “ I really 
don’t see why we shouldn’t go on Egypt. I’m sick and tired of 
Jerusalem” As her daughter made no reply, she said: “ you 
might at least answer when you’re spoken to. (Christie, 
2002:18) 
6) Feeling of hate 
Rosaline really hates Linnet because Linnet has 
everything and she wants to hit and tear Linnet's clothes. 
“ I just hate her. I’ve never hated any one so much at first sight.” 
Magnificent.” (Christie, 2002:23) 
7) Feeling angry 
Linnet was angry with Hercules Poitrot for always 
challenging her words. 
“how dare you? Really, M Poitrot this going too far.” 
(Christie, 2002:33) 
The feeling Simon Doyle felt when Hercules Poitrot said 
that Jackie did not want to understand or did not want to yield to 
revenge. 




“ can’t she see what an ass she,s making of herself?. Doesn’t 
she realise that no decent women would behave as she is 
doing? Hasn’t she got any pride or self-respect?” (Christie, 
2002:39) 
8) Feeling afraid 
Poitrot was afraid of the words of Jackie who was so sure 
of making a crime again. 
“ it is deeper than that. Do not open your heart to evil.” Her 
lips fell apart, a look of bewilderment came into her eyes. 
Poitrot went on gravely: “because you  do evil will come  yes, 
very surely  evil will come. 
It will enter in and make its home within you and after a while 
it will no longer be possible to drive it out.” (Christie, 
2002:37) 
Linnet was very scared because Jackie always followed 
them wherever they went. 
“M.Poitrot, I’m afraid I’m afraid of everything. I’ve never felt 
like this before. (Christie, 2002:51) 
Hercules was afraid that undesirable things would happen 
if Simon and Linnet remained on the ship they were riding. 
I’m afraid, my friend,” he said.” I’m afraid… today, I advised this 
lady, Mrs. Doyle, to go with her husband to Kharton, not to retirn 




Cornelia was very afraid because she witnessed the scene 
of Jackie shooting Simon. 
Jim Fanthorp  was on the deck leaning over the rail. She 
called to him.” Mr. Fanthorp Mr. Fanthorp “he ran to her, 
she clutched at him incoherently.  
“She’s shot him! She shot him!.... (Christie, 2002:78) 
9) Feeling impressed  
Andrew Pennington looked at her in awe because it 
seemed that Linnet was fresh today like never before. 
Andrew Pennington looked at her appreciatively. 
“ you look fine this morning, Linnet. I’ v been a mite worried 
about you lately. You’ve looked kind of peaky. (Christie, 
2002:56) 
10) Feeling offended 
Andrew Pennington was offended by the words of 
Fanthorp who praised Linnet for her thoroughness. 
Suddenly, to everyone’s surprise, the silent Mr. Fanthorp 
swung round and addressed Linnet. 
I hope I’m not butting in, but you must let me say how much I 
admire your business-like capacity. In my professional err I am a 
lawyer I find ladies sadly unbusinesslike. Never to sign a document 
before you read it through is admirable together admirable.” He 
gave a little bow. Then, rather red in the face he turned once more 




Linnet said rather uncertainly, “ er thank you …’she bit her lip 
to repress a giggle. The young man had looked so 
preternaturally.Andrew Pennington looked seriously annoyed. 
(Christie, 2002:58) 
11) Feeling of guilt 
Cornelia felt guilty for leaving Marie 
Cornelia said guiltily: “I do hope I haven’t been a long time, 
Cousin Marie. (Christie, 2002: 72-73) 
12)  Feeling nervous 
Cornelia was nervous about Jackie because she drank too 
much alcohol. 
 “oh would you? But I mean I’m sure” 
Cornelia felt flustered. 
Undoubtedly Miss De Bellefort was drinking too much. 
(Christie,2002:7) 
d) Tool Setting  
1) Gun  
With a gun Jackie shoots Doyle. 
“I told you I’d kill you and I meant it….” Her hand came up 
suddenly with something in  
it that gleamed.  






The knife is used by the killer to stab Linnet's maid  
“She has been dead not more than an hour, “he announced. “ 
Death, it was very quick at once.” “And what weapon do you think 
was used?” “Ach, it is interesting, that. It was something very 
sharp, very thon, very delicate. I could show you the kind of thing.” 
Back again in his cabin he opened a case and extracted a long 
delicate surgical knife. (Christie, 2002:35) 
4. Plot  
 There are five parts of plot suggested by Freytag. They are as follow: 
a. Exposition (inciting incident) 
The exposition of the researcher determines this as an 
exposition because in this section writes about the introduction of the 
character and physical characteristics of the characters. 
This story tells of a young woman who was famous in 
England for her beauty. Not only that, besides being beautiful, this 
woman was also one of the richest women in England at that time. 
 A girl jumped out, a girl without a hat and wearing a frock that 
looked (but only looked) simple. A girl with golden hair and 
straight autocratic features a girl with a lovely shape a girl such as 
was seldom seen in mallton under Wode(Christies, 2002:1) 
 At the age of 20, she was already competent in running her 




affairs. Linnet Ridgeway daughter of Melhuish Ridgeway and Anna 
Harts, grandson of Leopald Harts. 
Toby Bryce. Miss Ridgeway, is the daughter of Melhuish Ridgeway 
who married Anna Harts. She inherits from her grandfather, 
Leopold harts, an immense fortune. The lovely Linnet is the 
sensation of the moment, and it is rumoured that an engagement 
may be announced shortly. Certainly Lord Windlesham seemed 
very pries!(Christie, 2002:2) 
One afternoon, at the Linnet house in Wode Hall, in the edge of 
the majestic Queen Linnet's room, she and her friend Joana Southwood 
were engrossed in conversation while looking at the beautiful view from 
the Linnet window. Many things they talk about. Joana Southwood 
asked about the architects employed by Linnet, Joana looked grim at the 
answer to Linnet, who employed 3 architects at once. 
 The Hon. Joanna Soutwood said: “Darling, I think it’s going to be 
all perfectly marvellous!” she was sitting in Linnet Ridgeway’s 
bedroom at Wode Hall. (Christie, 2002:2) 
   Joana changed the subject again, when she saw the beautiful 
Linnet pearl necklace that cost around 50 thousand, and because of the 
beauty of the pearl. Joana asked for permission to wear the necklace at 
dinner, and Linnet did not mind for it. 
 “And you have done so much in the time! Did you have lost of 




think I’ve ever met any.” “They were all were all right, I found 
them rather unpractical sometimes. “ Darling, you soon put that 
right! You are the most practical creature!” Joanna picked up a 
string of parts from the dressing table.(Christie,  2002 : 2) 
Besides being beautiful and rich, Linnet is also known as a kind 
woman. The nature of this Linnet was exploited by Jackie de Bellefort 
who was an old friend of Linnet in Paris. Jackie De Bellfort is a girl who 
is not as fortunate as Linnet. She lives from a poor family. Her father is 
a French nobleman and her mother is a South American. Her mother 
died and her father remarried, but unfortunately her father died in an 
accident on Wall Street. After that Jackie De Bellfort's life became very 
bad, she had to try to survive.  
  “That’s my olds friend, Jacqueline De Bellefott. We were together 
at a convent in Paris. She’s had the most terribly bad luck. Her 
father count, her mother was American a southerner .the father 
went off with some women, and her mother lost all her money in 
the Wall Street crash. Jackie was left absolutely broke. I don’t 
know how she’s managed to get along the last two years. “Joanna 
was polishing her deep blood coloured nails with her friend’s nail 
pad.(Christie,2002:3) 
  Jackie herself is engaged to a village farmer named Simon 
Doyle. Jackie assures her fiancé that she will ask for a job for his, while 




restaurants, that night the two danced Romance without them knowing 
that someone had been watching them. He is Hercules Poitrot. 
   Long story short, that afternoon Jackie contacted Linnet and 
told her intention and Linnet gladly accepted it. The next day, at exactly 
4 pm Jackie visited Charltonbury which is the residence of Linnet, 
There Jackie was introduced to Lord Windlesham, known as the fiancé 
of Linnet who happened to be there too, then Linnet and Jackie De 
Bellefort released  longing and they hugged each other. Jackie praised 
the beautiful of Linnet and without waiting for a long time Jackie 
conveyed her request to ask for work so that her fiancé Simon could 
work. Jackie loves her fiancé very much, and Linnet knows that, she 
hears the words of her friend who can even die if she has to lose Simon. 
Finally Linnet gives Jackie a chance and tells Jackie to bring her fiancé. 
A few minutes letter she was being ushered into the long stately 
drawing –room, and an eclectically butler was saying with the 
proper mournful intonation:” Miss de 
Bellefort”.”Linnet!”Windlesham stood a little aside, watching 
sympathetically as this fiery little creature flung herself open-
armed upon Linnet.(Christie, 2002:4) 
Joana who knows about Linnet and Jackie's problem seems 
upset. She questioned how Linnet could hire someone she did not 




“Darling “she drawled,” won’t that be rather tiresome? If any 
misfortunes happen to my friend I always drop them at once. 
(Christie, 2002:9) 
Jackie kept her promise; she came with Simon Doyle who she 
loved very much. First time seeing Simon, Linnet felt something 
different. Rich young woman falls in love with her own friend's fiancé. 
The young man, with wide chest, blue eyes, and wavy brown hair was 
able to melt the heart of Queen Ridgeway. Linnet shock herself 
impatiently .that must be Jackie and her young man. She goes out and 
meets them. She was standing in the open doorway as Jackie and 
Simon Doyle got out the car. 
 “Linnet,” Jackie ran to her.” this is Simon. Simon, here’s linnet. 
She’s just the most wonderful person in the word.” 
Linnet saw a tall broad shoulder young man with very dark, blue 
eyes, crisply, curling brown hair, a square chin and boyish 
appealing simple smile.(Christie, 2002:10) 
With the wealth owned by Linnet, of course she can get what 
she wants. Including Simon Doyle's heart. And of course it works. 
Linnet Ridgeway finally decided to marry Simon Doyle. Now she has 
become Linnet Doyle. Jackie who knows that feels hurt and naturally 
hates Linnet who has taken her fiancé. Linnet certainly felt guilty for 
her friend, but unfortunately, she also apparently loved the man, and 




Jackie and decided to marry Linnet Ridgeway. News of their marriage 
was widespread. And of course surprised any parties. Lord 
Windlesham was very disappointed to hear the news, because Linnet 
cancelled their engagement for the sake of a village man named Simon 
Doyle. 
 “Nothing much,” he said. ”The deveins his are getting a divorce. 
Old Monty,s been had up for being drunk in charge of a car. 
Windlesham,s gone to Canada. (Christie, 2002:11) 
Simon and Linnet decided to honeymoon in Egypt, and enjoy the 
Beauty of the Nile. 
Linnet’s going to Egypt for her honeymoon. Expects to be there a 
month or more… (Christie, 2002:16) 
The news was known to Jackie. As a person who was hurt, she 
decided to follow Linnet and Simon to Egypt. Somehow people think 
about a country famous for its pyramids. But certainly in addition to 
Simon and Linnet who decided to spend their honeymoon there, there 
were also some people who decided to spend their holidays in that 
country as well.  
Some of them really intend to take a vacation, for example Tim 
Allerton who is a close cousin of Joana Southwood, Linnet and her 
mother, Miss Allerton, they also seemed interested in the sudden 




 “Hallo!” said Tim, his voice suddenly excited. “I’m damned if that 
isn’t Linnet Ridgeway. “If the information left Poirot unmoved, it 
stirred Rosalie’s interest. She leaned forward and her sulkiness 
quite dropped from her as she asked: “where? That one in white?” 
“Yes, there with the tall man. They’re coming ashore now. He’s the 
new husband, I suppose. Can’t remember her name now” “only,” 
said Rosalie. “Simon Doyle. It was in all the newspapers. She’s 
simply rolling, isn’t she?” “Only about the richest girl in England” 
said Tim cheerfully.( Christie, 2002:22) 
Besides Tim and his mother, there is also Hercules Poirot, a well-
known detective in England 
That Herculepoitrot, the detective, said mrsAllerton. (Christie, 
2002:19) 
  Someone who was hated by Tim Allerton, but the two had to 
meet in Egypt. There were also some people from New York, Cornelia 
Robson, a woman named Miss Bower and an old woman named Van 
Schuyler. On the other side were Rosalie Otterbourne and her mother 
who was the author of the novel Miss Otterbourne who was also on 
vacation in Egypt at the time. 
“There aren’t very many really nice women in the word, you 
happen to be one of them.” (Christie, 2002:14) 
And somehow they are very close when they meet in Egypt. 
There are also some people who of course only go to carry out their 




  Andrew Pennington, who had been a Linnet guardian since he 
was a child living in New York, was shocked by a letter he read about 
a Linnet marriage. He decided to go to Egypt after learning about the 
departure of Linnet and her husband in Egypt. There were missions he 
had to do including protecting Linnet from Linnet's lawyer; William 
Carmichael whom suspected was cheat.  
In this office down town Mr. Andrew pennington was opening his 
personal mail. Suddenly his fist clenched itself and came down on 
his desk with a bang, his face crimsoned and two big veins stood 
out on his forehead (Christie, 2002:15) 
These people are unwittingly on the same route. Ride the same 
boat along the beauty of the Nile River and its beauty. These two 
groups of people have different goals, of course. People in the group 
who were on holiday certainly did not know if rich women from 
England were in the same boat as them. But the other group was there 
because of the rich woman. These people include Tim Alletron and his 
mother, Hercules Poitrot, and Rosalie Otterbune only realized the 
existence of Linnet and her husband when they were at Wadi Haifa 
and the second waterfall. They looked amazed at the charm of a 
Linnet. That's what makes Rosalie Otterbourne envious of Linnet; 
According to her the life of a Linnet is too perfect. 
The three lookers-on were silent watching the passengers come 




his companions. He murmured: “she is beautiful.” “Some people 
have got everything,” said Rosalie bitterly. (Christie, 2002:22) 
The two couples chatted and Hercules poitrot overheard Simon 
Doyle's voice. He felt he had heard that voice somewhere. 
The couple passed close to him. He heard Simon Doyle say:” well 
try and make time for it. Darling, we can easily stay a week or so if 
you like it here. “His face was turned to words her,  eager, adoring, 
a little humble.(Christie, 2002:22) 
That afternoon Hercules Poitrot thought hard about the voice of 
the man he knew. He just remembered when he saw a woman sitting 
on the terrace. Poitrot was sure they were the two lovers he saw at 
Chez Ma Tanta.. At that time Linnet and Simon accidentally met with 
Jackie. Linnet is certainly scared. And Hercules Poitrot certainly 
witnessed that. And he certainly understands now. 
Then went on down the step path. It was there, sitting on a bench 
overlooking the Nile that he came upon the girl of chez Ma Tante. 
He   recognised her at once. Her face as he had seen it that night, 
was securely etched upon his memory, the expression on it now was 
very different. She was paler, thinner, and there were lines that told 
of a great weariness and misery of spirit. (Christie 2002:24) 
b. Rising Action 
This section the researcher determines as a rising action because in 




threatened which is told that linnet Doyle felt frightened when he knew 
the ex-finance of her husband was always following their honeymoon 
trip. 
Linnet Doyle, who felt threatened by the existence of her ex-
husband's fiancé, asked for help from Hercules Poitrot who was a 
detective. All English people also know that. But unfortunately Hercules 
Pairot himself was reluctant to help, for him he came to Egypt not to 
handle cases but to take a vacation. 
 “You are very amiable, Madame. But you see, I ’am on holyday, and 
when I am holiday I do not      
 Take cases.”(Christie, 2002:29) 
But in his heart Hercules Poirot also felt sorry for Linnet. Poitrot 
Hercules who accidentally met with Jackie De Bellfort also felt worried. 
There was a sad feeling on his face. Hercules Poitrot tried to talk to 
Jackie. And it works. Jackie, who already hated Linnet, was honest with 
the detectives that she had to kill one of them. She even showed a small 
firearm whose handle was decorated with pearl. She will kill them with 
that weapon. Poitrot Hercules tried to advise him but to no avail. 
Hercules Poitrot also warned that Jackie De Bellefort did not open her 
heart to crime. 
“Even now--? “a quick answer seemed to rise to her lips, then be 
stifled. She looked at poirot and a deep burning colour spread over her 




stifled voice:” yes, I know. He hates me now. Yes, hates me He’d better 
be careful.” With a quick gesture she fumbled in a little silk bag that 
lay on the seat. Then she  held out her hand. On the palm of it was a 
small pearl-handled pistol a dainty toy it looked.(Christie 2002:37) 
Simon Doyle learned that the famous detective met his wife. He 
also decided to meet with Hercules Poitrot and discuss some things with 
him. Simon tells many problems about Jackie De Bellefort and states 
that she is a crazy woman. He felt that only a crazy woman would do 
such a thing. Simon was very worried about the condition of his wife, 
who was threatened by Jackie De Bellefort. He again persuaded 
Hercules Poitrot to help him. But all the same, Poitrot still refused. 
However, Poitrot gave the idea for Simon and Linnet to leave quietly 
without Jackie's knowledge. And Simon thought about that suggestion. 
 “Understand, M. Poirot, that my wife had a talk with you last night?” 
“that is so.” Simon Doyle was frowning a little. He belonged to that 
type of men of action who find it difficult to put thoughts into words 
and who have trouble in expressing themselves clearly. 
(Christie,2002:39)  
The next day, Simon followed Hercules Poitrot idea to leave 
quietly without Jackie's knowledge. Both of them left for Philae in a 
small boat at about eleven o'clock. While their servants brought their 
suitcases to the car. From the terrace of Jackie's ship, who was 




Simon and Linnet Doyle set off on their expedition to Philae about 
eleven O’clock the following morning. Jacqueline de Bellefort, sitting 
on the hotel balcony, watched them set off in the picturesque sailing 
boat. What she did not see was the departure of a car laden with 
luggage and in which sat a demure-looking maid from the front door 
of the hotel and which turned to the right in the direction of 
Shellal.(Christie,  2002:44) 
Whereas Hercules Poitrot decided to take a walk to 
Elephantine Island. There he met several people and became 
acquainted with a man named Signor Guido Richetti who was an 
archaeologist. And it turns out Richetti will also join him and his other 
colleagues using the next ship. Karnakfire ship. 
HerculePoitrot decided to pass the remaining two hours before lunch 
on the island of Elephantine immediately opposite the hotel. (Christie, 
2002:44) 
All passengers have boarded the ship. Likewise with Simon 
and his wife. They look happy they think in this ship they will not 
meet again with Jackie, but unfortunately Jackie certainly smarter. She 
casually greeted Linnet and Simon. But the greeting was considered 
Simon and Linnet as a big threat. And that to make Linnet scared. She 
called again Hercules poitrot. This time Linnet begged the detective to 
help her. Because she was so frightened by the existence of Jackie on 




passengers gathered there. Miss Allertron sits with her son, Tim 
Allertron, there is also Rosaline Otterburne and her mother. Hercules 
was there too. Miss Allertron invited her son and Hercules Poitrot to 
play guesswork. She pointed to several tables and asked about names 
such as the Robson family, Doyle Family, Pennington, Fantthrop, 
Bessner who were doctors. And Hercules Poitrot gladly explained one 
by one the person appointed by Miss Allertron. 
Eating is over. Everyone has returned to their cabins. Likewise 
Hercules Poitrot. After hearing a long story from Miss Otterbourne, he 
returned to his room. But he accidentally met with Jackie De Bellefort. 
They talked about the problem that had been discussed by both of 
them before. 
   EzZebuah is the next destination. The ship docked perfectly 
and Cornelia Robson enjoyed the place so much. She took a walk to 
enjoy the place with Van Schuyler and Hercules poitrot the detective, 
they told a lot of things about the passengers on the ship they met. 
Then the ship Karnak again drove to the next destination. Although in 
the atmosphere of an excursion. Andrew Pennington doesn't want to 
waste his time. He brought a number of files that had to be signed by 
Linnet. When saw the stack of files Linnet began reading them one by 
one. Linnet is so thorough about that. Even Pennington had convinced 
Linnet not to read the documents, but Linnet insisted on examining the 




from behind the window looked impressed with Linnet. While 
Pennington looked uneasy, he decided to save the documents again. 
Because for him if left unchecked, the process of signing the 
documents will not end until tomorrow, if Linnet has to be thorough 
one by one. 
Pennington said to her. “It’s tactless to talk business to a bride on her 
honeymoon, but there are just one or two thing’s” “why, of course, 
Uncle Andrew.” Linnet at once became business-like. “my marriage 
has made a different of course.” “That’s just it. Some time or other I 
want your signature to several documents. “Why not now?” Andrew 
Pennington glanced round. Their corner of the observation saloon was 
quite untenanted. Most of the people were outside on the deck space 
between the observation saloon and the cabins.(Christie, 2002:56) 
At the same time Hercules Poitrot chose to sit and relax with a 
man named Ferguson. Both introduce each other. And Ferguson was 
very surprised by the recognition that Poitrot was a detective. He 
thought Poitrot's whereabouts now was because he wanted to solve the 
problems of Simon and Linnet. Poitrot is certainly honest that he has 
nothing to do with Simon and Linnet, Poitrot chose to go somewhere 
else from the ship, he found Miss Otterbourn coming out of her hut 
drunk. The woman almost fell and fortunately Hercules Poitrot helped 
her and drove her back to her hut. After that he went to Rosalie, Tim 




The next destination is truly amazing. There was a lot of praise 
when the ship pulled over. A large temple with sculptures of 4 giant 
statues in the morning sun.Very impressive display. Cornelia was very 
happy and showed her happy expression to Hercules Poitrot who 
happened to be standing right beside her. Linnet also enjoyed the 
atmosphere very much, so she was hypnotized and picked up 
telegrams that were not addressed to her but to Richetti. Linnet was 
confused reading the contents of the telegram that wrote the types of 
vegetables and tubers. Knowing that, Richetti was angry. He did not 
even want to forgive Linnet. Linnet instead of deliberately. The 
woman simply forgot that her family was no longer Ridgeway but 
Doyle. And if written in a written letter, of course Ridgeway and 
Richetti's writings look the same. 
On the Monday morning various expression of delight and 
appreciation were heard on the deck of the Karnak. The steamer 
was moored to the bank and a few hundred yards away, the 
morning sun just striking it, was a great temple carved out of the 
face of the rock. Four colossal figures, hewn out the cliff, look out 
eternally over the Nile and face the rising sun.(Christie, 2002:62)  
Everyone seemed enthusiastic to hear the Guide's information 
about the temple with Richetti. Likewise with Simon who decided to 
bring his wife off the ship, sitting on the beach enjoying the beauty of 




village, and looked happy, so happy they did not realize that a large 
stone had rolled towards Linnet. Luckily Simon pulled Linnet away. If 
not Linnet will die because of the stone. The Allertron and Hercules 
Poitrot teams who saw the incident went up to Simon and Linnet who 
were very frightened, and they thought that Jackie that did everything, 
because almost all of the ship's passengers knew about Jackie's 
problem with Linnet. And if something bad happens to Linnet, 
everyone will think that Jackie De Bellefort is the culprit.  
Simon stared stupidly for a moment. Then he sprang to his feet and 
dragged Linnet with him. E-Not a minute too soon. A big boulder 
hurtling down the cliff crashed past them. If Linnet had remained 
where she was she would have been crushed to atoms.(Christie,  
2002:65) 
Linnet increasingly frightened. This time her fear got worse. 
She actually begged Hercules Poitrot. Poitrot himself confused what to 
do. Until there is a familiar voice that blows his mind. Colonel Race 
Poitrot's old friend, both of them decided to talk for a while. Colonel 
Race open revealed that he was on a mission to chase a murderer who 
was suspected to be aboard this ship by changing his identity. Hercules 
Poitrot also told about the problem he was having. And also tells about 
the planned assassination to be carried out by Jackie De Bellefort. 





 Poitrot said quickly: “come back to the boat, Madame. You must 
 have a restorative.” They walked there silently, Simon still full of pent-
up rage, Tim trying to talk cheerfully and distract Linnet’s mind from 
the danger she had run, Poitrot with a grave face.(Christie,  2002:65) 
c. Climax (Turning point) 
 This part is determined as a climax because in this section 
the author of the novel begins to tell the conflict that occurred on 
the ship and the murder that was full of mystery, especially the 
murder of Linnet Doyle who became the spotlight of many people 
and followed by other killings. 
The vacation time is quite long. The hot Egyptian weather made 
the people on board decided to sleep in their respective cabins. 
Meanwhile in another cabin Simon Doyle and his wife are busy playing 
card with Pennington and Colonel Race. Quiet Fanthro sat and read his 
book and Cornelia Robson was engrossed in sewing. Meanwhile in 
another corner Hercules Poitrot yawned widely, but still showed his 
friendly attitude to listen to Van Schuyler's story, but finally he gave up. 
He excused himself to return to his hut to rest. Hercules Poitrot met with 
Jackie De Bellefort, but without further ado, he went straight to his 
cabin. 
  “why, you see it ever so much better now!” she exclaimed.” All 
those enemies having their heads cut off by the King-they just stand 




before. I wish Dr. Bessner was here, he’d tell me what it 
was…………(Christie, 2002: 71-73) 
Jackie De Bellefort enters the cafe and orders a drink. She was 
very happy and then drank it. Linnet decided to return to her hut first 
because she was sleepy. After that Colonel Race also hurried away 
followed by Pennington while Simon was still there. He told his wife 
that he still wanted to drink, and those who were still there at that time 
were Jackie, Simon, Cornelia and Fanhtrop there with their respective 
activities. Drunken Jackie is holding Cornelia. She forced Cornelia to 
accompany her to drink and spontaneously told her about her life. 
Simon who heard it certainly persuaded Jackie and tried to calm Jackie 
but to no avail. Jackie pulled out her gun and aimed it at Simon and 
then shot her. Simon fell to the floor. The bullet hit his leg. Jackie felt 
guilty when she saw Simon who fell and was hurt because of her. She 
regrets her actions and hates herself. The gun slid down from his hand 
and let it fall to the floor and Jackie kicked the gun. She regrets doing 
that. Simon, who realized that someone was coming towards them, 
asked Jim Fanthrop to tell him that this was just a joke. He also said he 
was fine. Fanthrop immediately met someone and said as Simon said. 
And everything goes according to plan. Although at first the person 
seemed doubtful, but the person finally believed him.Fanthrop 
returned to Simon and said that everything was safe.  




 “Yes. I thought it was just fascinating in the moonlight.” 
 aquiline nodded. 
  “Yes, lovely night… A real honeymoon night.” 
 Her eyes went to the bridge table-rested a moment on Linnet Doyle. 
 The boy came in answer to the bell. 
Jacqueline ordered a double gin. As she gave the order Simon Doyle  
shot a quick glance at her. A faint line of anxiety showed between his 
eyebrows. 
 His wife said:  
  “Simon, we’re waiting for you to call.”…..(Christie, 2002:74-78) 
  Jackie screamed hysterically. Simon ordered Cornelia to bring 
Jackie back to her cabin, while Fanthrop was ordered to summon 
Bessner. Simon also requested that Fanthrop not tell Linnet about the 
incident 
Get her away. For God’s sake, get her out of here! Get her to her 
cabin, Fanthorp. Look here, Miss Robson, get that hospital nurse of 
yours.” He looked appealingly from one to the other of them.(Christie, 
2002:78) 
Simon was transferred to another cabin, because he did not 
want his wife to know that he had just been shot. He did not want to 
make his wife worry. In his cabin, Simon asked Fanthrop to take the 
gun that dropped by Jackie to prevent other vices. Fanthrop hurried 
back to the cafe, but he didn't find the gun everywhere. He met with 




didn't know. Fanthrop was certainly confused and asked who had taken 
the gun. 
 “Let me go. Let me throw myself overboard let me kill myself.” 
Fanthorp, holding her by the shoulders, forced her back on to the bed. 
 “you must stay here. Don’t make a fuss. Pull yourself together. It’s all 
right, I tell you.” To his relief, the distraught girl did manage to 
control herself a little, but he was thankful when the curtains were 
pushed aside and the efficient Miss Bowers, neatly dressed in a 
hideous kimono, entered accompanied by Cornelia. “ Now then,” said 
Miss Bowers briskly.” What’s all this?” she took charge without any 
sign of surprise and alarm.(Christie,  2002:79) 
The news of the shooting carried out by Jackie De Bellefort 
has been widespread. Jackie's room is guarded by Miss Bowers. As a 
nurse she decided to give morphine injection to calm Jackie. While 
Simon Doyle's condition looks bad. Last night he was treated by 
Bessner. Meanwhile, Colonel Race went straight to Hercules Poitrot's 
cabin. And deliver shocking news about Linnet Doyle's death. Who 
was found dead in her room with a burn on her head. And again Jackie 
De Bellefort became a person who deserves to be called a suspect. But 
when these two people know the real situation. Regarding the shooting 
of Simon and Jackie De Bellefort which was guarded by Bowers, and 
knowing the fact that she was anesthetized with Morphine, their 




blame for this case. Simon Doyle, who had just learned of his wife's 
death, was devastated.  
He closed the door behind him. 
He said: 
“Your instinct was quite correct. It’s happened.” Poitrot 
straightened up and asked sharply:” what has happened?” 
“Linnet Doyle’s dead shot through the head last night.” 
Poitrot was silent for a minute, two memories vividly before him-a 
girl in a garden at Assuan saying in a hard breathless voice, “ I’d 
like to put my dear little pistol against her head and just press the 
trigger,”---and another more recent memory, the same voice 
saying,” one feels one can’t go on ---the kind of day when 
something breaks,”--- and that strange momentary flash of appeal 
in her eyes….(Christie,  2002:81-86) 
The investigation continues. Colonel Race and Hercules poitrot 
felt responsible for this case. Where their work is both related to 
criminal acts. First of all they invest in several people. Starting with 
witnesses to the shooting of Simon, they finally called all passengers to 
be investigated. But there are no results. Linnet's servants were 
expected to be the main witnesses, but her statement did not help to 
find out who killed Linnet. They also suspected Rosalie because they 
knew that Rosalie Otterbourne was very jealous of Linnet. But the 
suspicion is wrong. Their suspicions were then directed at Tim 




But the information provided by the Tim Allertron made them both 
realize that their allegations were wrong.  While Miss Otterbourne 
testified that she heard the sound of splashing, and other information 
from them heard the sound of someone running from the cabin. Their 
guess then goes to Fanthrop only because at the time the Fanthrop 
praised Linnet's intelligence when she would sign the document. But 
the Fanthrop Confession also convinced them that it was not him who 
killed.  
And finally Pennington They switched again that Pennington 
was able to do that, but Pennington himself admitted that he had no 
intention of killing Linnet. There was distrust of Colonel Race and 
Hercules Poitrot for Pennington's confession. 
Colonel Race and I must interview all the passengers. Until we have 
got their stories it would be unwise to from theories. Then there is the 
maid. We ought to interview her first of all. It would, perhaps, be as 
well if we did that here. Mr. Doyle’s presence might be helpful.” 
 “Yes, that’s a good idea,” said Simon. 
 “Had she been with Mrs. Doyle long?” 
   “just a couple of months,” exclaimed  
 Poitrot. 
“Why, you don’t think—“ 




There were her pearls, ”said Simon. ”She once told me they were 
worth forty thousand.” 
 He shivered……(Christie,  2002:93-98) 
There is a new case realized by Hercules Poitrot. Beautiful pearls 
of missing Linnet. So the two men decided to inspect all the cabins, to 
find Linnet's pearl. 
You did not look. But I, have the eyes which notice, and there were no 
pearls  on the table beside the bed this morning. (Christie,  2002:95) 
They found many things in each cabin. Seeing Pennington's big 
firearm that he always carried. While in Linnet's room, Poitrot found 2 
bottles of red nail polish, in Tim Allertron's room, Poitrot was 
attracted by a Rosary necklace that was hung in the corner of his room. 
 “Yes.” He glanced at his watch.” It will be lunch time in half an hour. 
At the end of the meal propose to make an announcement just state the 
fact hat the pearls heave been stolen, and that I must request every one 
to stay in the dining salon while a search is conducted.” (Christie, 
2002: 96) 
Unexpectedly, one more case arose. Hercules Poitrot found the 
body of the servant Linnet under her bed with a stab wound, with a 
piece of money left in her hand. Who killed the Linnet Servant. 
Hercules Poitrot suspected that the servant knew who the Linnet killer, 
and she tried to blackmail the killer, but unfortunately, she was killed 




neat fingers opened the drawers of the creasing chest Race examined 
the suitcase. Louise’s shoes were lined along by the bed. One of them, 
back latent leather, seemed to be resting at an extraordinary angle 
almost unsupported. The appearance of it was so odd that it attracted 
Race’s attention. 
He closed the suitcase and bent over the line of shoes. 
 The he uttered a sharp exclamation. 
 Poitrot whirled round. 
“Quest cue  quailya? ?Race said grimly:” She hasn’t disappeared. 
He’s here under the bed…” 
The body of a dead women Wh% in life had been louse. Bourget lay on 
the floor of her cabin. The two men bent, it…..Poitrot shock his head 
with a slight shudder.(Christie, 2002:133-134) 
Jackie De Bellefort gave the opinion that the killer killed the 
maid with Miss Bowsner's operating knife. Since the stab wound was 
allegedly done with a small knife. That day Colonel Race and 
Hercules Poitrot intended to meet Simon Doyle. There is a forgotten 
story about Richetti. Simon said that Richetti once scolded his wife for 
accidentally reading his telegram. When Simon Doyle wanted to 
reveal the contents of the telegram, Miss Otterbourne ran hurriedly to 
approach Hercules Poitrot and Colonel Race. With a gasping breath 
she said that he knew who killed Linnet's servant. She had seen 




certainly surprised and asked Miss Otterbourne to tell the story. 
However, due to panic, the circumstance was complicated, until finally 
the sound of gunfire was heard. Miss Otterbourne fell, she was shot by 
someone. 
Mrs. Otterboune swept all three of them with a triumphant glance. She 
was happy superbly happy. “ Yes,” she said. “My theories are 
completely vindicated the deep primeval, primordial urges it may 
appear impossible fantastic but it is the truth!” Race said sharply:” 
Do I understand that you have evidence in your possession to show 
who killed Mrs.Doyle?” Mrs. Otterbourne sat down in a chair and 
lead forward nodding her head vigorously……I ----er—“ Mrs. 
Otterbourne paused. Thin ice to skate over here, but it must be done 
soehow.” I er had an arrangement with one of the er----personnel of 
the ship. He was to \--er—get me something I needed, but I did not 
wish my daughter to know of it---she inclined to be tiresome in certain 
ways----Not too good, this, but she could think of something that 
sounded better before it came to telling the story in court.(Christie, 
2002:140-141) 
This is the third murder. Poitrot tried to chase the killer but he 
only found Tim Allertron walking towards him. Poitrot asked if he saw 
someone, but Tim said he did not see anyone. It appears that a large 
fire rifle is there, Poitrot immediately knew who the owner was. He is 
Andrew Pennington. First Poitrot confirmed this by checking the gun 




Pennington. He found Pennington quietly reading a book on the lower 
deck. Poitrot asked many things, about when he was sitting here, and 
whether there were witnesses who helped him convince Poitrot that 
Andrew Pennington did not move from this place. 
The investigation continues, this time the Tim Allertron, 
Rosalie Otterboune and Andrew Pennington are re-examined by them. 
The Tim Allertron was asked with various questions. The question 
could be answered, but Poitrot who cleverly learned that Linnet’s pearl 
necklace was hidden by Tim in his prayer beads. Actually, Miss 
Bowsner had previously approached Poitrot to provide a pearl 
necklace, but it turned out that the necklace was only an imitation. The 
real necklace was stolen by Tim the night of the murder. The Tim 
admitted its mistakes. But Tim swears that he did not kill Linnet. He 
just walked in and replaced the real pearl necklace with a fake one. So 
at that time Tim thought that linnet was sleeping soundly. This theft 
case is finished based on the testimony of Miss Otterbourne. Then 
Rosalie Ottourbourne was called in to ask about what she was doing. 
the sound that came out turned out to be from Rosalie Otterbourne 
who threw away all her mother's liquor. And Rosalie admitted that 
Pennington next. He repeatedly explained that he had really not killed 
Linnet. He always carries a gun wherever he goes. He also 
remembered that he had told about his weapon and at that time many 




to protect Linnet from her lawyer. Hercules Poitrot thought hard about 
the case he was handling. Who is the perpetrator of this crime? 
Poitrot and Colonel Race returned to Simon Doyle's room, 
although Bessner had warned against disturbing Simon Doyle because 
of his unhealed condition. They were just curious about the contents of 
Richetti's telegram. Simon said that the contents of the Telegram were 
only label yams and vegetables. Colonel Race was shocked. It was the 
firearm code used for assassins. Finally he learned that the killer who 
had escaped and that he was looking for was Richetti. But he could not 
possibly be related to Linnet's death. 
d. Falling Action 
Researchers designate this as a filing action because in this 
story tells how a detective carefully solved a murder case that 
occurred on a ship while they were down the river Nile. Poitrot 
and his friend began to relate one by one the facts that occurred to 
find out the real murder.  
Hercules Poitrot thought hard about the case he was handling. 
Who is the perpetrator of this crime? Poitrot and Colonel Race 
returned to Simon Doyle's room, although Bessner had warned against 
disturbing Simon Doyle because of his unhealed condition. They were 
just curious about the contents of Richetti's telegram. Simon said that 
the contents of the Telegram were only label yams and vegetables. 




Finally he learned that the killer who had escaped and that he was 
looking for was Richetti. But he could not possibly be related to 
Linnet's death.  
ho, ho,ho,it was very funny that! Doyle, he tells me about it,. It was a 
telegram all about vegetables, potatoes, artichokes leeks—ach! 
Pardon?”With a stifled exclamation, Race had sat up in his chair. “ 
My God, “he said.” So that’s it.Richetti!” He looked round on three 
uncomprehending faces.(Christie,  2002:166) 
This case is increasingly difficult to solve. Poitrot continues to 
think about this case. He linked witness statements and strange items 
he found. And he finally found the way. Poirot come a conclusion. 
 Poitrot went on quickly. 
“so it lay there,, between Simon Doyle and Dr. Bessner. But what 
reason has Bessner to kill Linnet Doyle? None, so far ad I know.” Said 
Cornelia soothingly.(Christie, 2002:168) 
Simon Doyle who killed his own wife, assisted by Jackie De 
Bellefort. Simon really loves Jackie and also loves money and power. 
When he learned that Linnet fell in love with him he made use of it. 
Pretending to be married to him and devising a murder plot by 
deliberately scaring Linnet in the presence of Jackie. That night during 
the shooting.Poitrot was so sleepy. He believes someone has put 
sleeping pills into his drink so their plans can succeed. After 




Bellefort launched their actions, Jackie De Bellefort did shoot Simon, 
but did not hit his leg but the bullet was hit at the foot of the table. 
Poitrot could see a new hole in the table that had never been seen 
before. Simon Doyle seized the opportunity, deliberately complaining 
about the pain and telling Miss Robson to bring Jackie De Bellfort to 
her room, and he told Fanthrop to call in doctor Bessner. And at that 
time he himself was in a cafe. He was ready to take Jackie De 
Bellfott's weapon that had accidentally been dropped and kicked away. 
It took 5 minutes for Simon Doyle to settle in his wife's bedroom. 
Then he returned and shot his own foot and then threw a weapon in the 
Nile River. 
There were plenty of witnesses who could swear that Doyle never left 
the saloon that evening until the quarrel broke out. After that he was 
wounded and it would then have been physically impossible for him to 
have done so. Had I good evidence on both those points? Yes, I had 
evidence of Miss Robson, of Jim fanthorp and of Jacqueline de 
Bellefort as to the first, and I had skilled testimony of Dr. Bessner and 
of Miss Bowers as to the other. No doubt was possible.(Christie 
2002:168) 
Jackie De Bellfort herself finally admitted that everything 
Poitrot said was true. Linnet's servant, she really saw Simon killing 
Linnet and she blackmailed Simon. Simon and Jackie obeyed and gave 




stabbed her with a knife and took back the money without knowing 
that part of the money was cut off and left in the hands of the servant. 
For the murder of Miss Otterbourne, Jackie De Bellfort admitted that 
when she wanted to tell the killer in Simon Doyle's room, Simon 
himself realized that they were under pressure, he gave the code to 
Jackie. And fired at the Miss ottuorburne with a big rifle owned by 
Pennington. Where he himself had heard Pennington talk about his 
rifle.  
In the end it was the girl who spoke first. 
“well,” she said.” It is all over! You were too clever for us, M. 
Poitrot.” 
Poitrot sighed. He spread out his hands. He seemed strangely 
dumb…..she said gently:” Don’t mind so much for me, M.Poitrot. 
After all, I’ve lived hard always, you know. If we’d won out, I’d have 
been very happy and enjoyed things and probably should never have 
regretted anything. As it is well, one goes through with it.” She 
added:” I suppose the stewardess is in attendance to see I don’t hang 
myself or swallow a miraculous capsule of prussic like people do in 
books. Needn’t be afraid! I shan’t do that. It will be easier for Simon 
if I’m standing by.” Poitrot got up. Jacqueline rose also. She said 
with a sudden smile:” Do you remember when I said I must follow 
my star? You said it tonight be a false star. And I said, that very bad 
star, that star fall down.” He went on to the deck with her laughter 





This part is called denouement because the end of this 
story where finally the investigation of Poitrot managed to solve 
the problem of the murder of   Doyle and other killings, and 
revealed the perpetrators of the murder that had been carefully 
designed by Simon Doyle and his finance Jackie and then they were 
arrested for crimes they. 
Finally Jackie admitted too. However people don't believe 
Simon Doyle does that. Arriving at Shellal, the bodies were unloaded 
from the ship. Followed by the suspect, the murder of Richetti and then 
Jackie De Bellefort and Simon Doyle were arrested by two servants, 
but Jackie Bellefort slipped something in her socks. 
 “well,” he said, “we’ve done our job. I’ve arranged for Riclatti be 
taken ashore first. Glad we’ve got him. He’s been a slippery customer, 
I tell you……and Mr. Burnaby’s lean friend said:” well, it didn’t seem 
fair, her having everything.” And Mr. Burnaby said acutely:” well, it 
doesn’t seem to have done her much good, poor lass.” But after a 
while they stopped talking about her and discussed instead who was 
going to win the Grand National. For, as Mr. Ferguson was saying at 
that  minute in Luxor, it is not the past that matters but the 
future.(Christie, 2002:174-177) 
She stopped to tie her shoelaces to fool everyone, but she took 




the end of the love story of the Linnet Ridgeway triangle, Jackie De 
Bellefort and Simon Doyle. News of the death of a rich woman Linnet 
spread almost throughout the television broadcast. But the happy 
ending was the Tim Allertron happy to get Rosaline Otterbourne. He 
had long been interested in Rosaline Otterbourne. While Cornelia 
Robson herself admitted that he would marry Besssnerwho proposed 






















CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion  
Based on analysis, the researcher got some conclusion from the research 
there are: Theme, Character &Characterization, setting and Plot such as:  
1.  Theme. 
The researchers concluded that the theme of the novel Death on the 
Nile is the Selfish Love.  
2. Characters & characterization. 
The main character in the novel “Death on the Nile” is detective 
Hercules Poitrot and the researcher only discussed 15 characters, 
and of these 15 characters there are 3 characters who are major 
Characters who are more often told in the novel's story, namely 
Linnet Ridgeway, Simon Doyle and Jackie de Bellefort. 
Meanwhile, the other 11 characters are Minor characters that are 
only complementary to support the main characters and major 
characters in the story of this novel. 
3.  Settings. 
The settings in this story are: place settings, time settings, scene 







The storyline that I use is the theory of the Pyramid consisting of 
exposition,rising action, climax, falling action and denouement  
B. Suggestion.  
1. For novel writers 
It is recommended to novel writers so that the characters in 
the story should not be too much, so that readers can memorize 
the names of the characters and their respective characteristics. 
2.  For the other researcher. 
 It is recommended that future researchers be able to anility 
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